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CLICC: An online Commentary, continuously
updated, linked to legal sources

The establishment of international criminal jurisdictions such as
the International Criminal Court (ICC) presents new challenges
for legal practitioners as well as scholars in their legal research.
High-quality legal commentaries can be of great assistance for
both practitioners and scholars.
The Commentary on the Law of the International Criminal
Court (‘CLICC’) is the only commentary in the field of international criminal law that is freely available online. Commentaries that are only available in print have some limitations: they are
costly to acquire, quickly outdated by evolving case law and other
legal developments, and have limited functionality.
CLICC seeks to assist users who are negatively affected by such
constraints. As an online commentary, available free-of-charge for
all users, it is continuously updated, and has functionality that is
not possible in print. CLICC is part of the CMN Knowledge Hub
of the Centre for International Law Research and Policy. CLICC
is hyperlinked to the ICC Legal Tools, which provide free online
access to most legal documents that may be relevant to cases
involving core international crimes. CLICC will also be published
as a printed book.

How it works

There is a hyperlinked footnote after each provision and
sub-provision, as applicable, of the ICC Statute. The user can
access the commentary by clicking on the footnote (1). There
are additional links in the commentary to case law (2), to the
ICC Legal Tools (3), and to doctrine (4). The case law includes
full-length documents from the ICTY, ICTR and ICC as part of
the ICC Legal Tools Database.

Additionally, there are links to the Elements of Crime
document, the ICC Case Matrix Elements Digest, and ICC
Case Matrix Means of Proof Digest.
All hyperlinked resources are freely available online.

1. Hyperlinks to commentary

Basic structure

The commentary of the CLICC follows the structure of the provisions of the ICC Statute and Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
Its functionality includes hyperlinks to case law and doctrine, and
cross-references to related online services. In this way CLICC
offers an integrated online knowledge environment for international criminal law.

2. Hyperlinks to case law

3. Hyperlinks to ICC Legal Tools
4. Hyperlinks to doctrine
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